The Queen’s Elephant
8

People say that The Queen has a big

15

elephant in her garden. The elephant sleeps

24

in the shed and eats cream buns. She has

32

never been seen outside of the garden but

40

lots of people think that it is true.

49

I think that The Queen likes to ride her

52

elephant at night.

60

One day, the elephant broke a statue of

70

The King and ate all of the cakes that the

77

cook had made. “That elephant must go!”

80

said The King.

87

I think that she is still there!

Read Together Quick Questions
1. Where does the elephant sleep?

2. Why do you think that The King said ‘That
elephant must go!’

3. Find and copy one adjective used to describe the
elephant.

4. What do you think might happen next to The
Queen’s elephant?




Answers
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1. Where does the elephant sleep?
The elephant sleeps in the shed in The
Queen’s garden.
2. Why do you think that The King said ‘That
elephant must go!’
Accept any sensible answer linked to the
text, such as: I think that The King said that
the elephant must go because she had eaten
all of the cakes.
3. Find and copy one adjective used to describe
big
4. What do you think might happen next to The
Queen’s elephant?
Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that
The Queen’s elephant might have to find a
new home where she can eat cakes and cream
buns all day.

